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Abstract 
This study addresses the synchronization problem that arises during the application of a 
predetermined checking sequence in some protocol test architectures that utilize remote testers. The 
synchronization problem can usually be solved by adding an additional communication channel or 
an additional protocol for coordination between the remote testers. Such requirements can be 
eliminated by constructing a synchronizable checking sequence such that the corresponding 
sequence of transitions causes no synchronization problem. Based on UID sequences, a 
synchronizable checking sequence construction method is proposed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Determining, under certain assumptions, whether any given "black box" implementation of a Finite 
State Machine (FSM) is functioning correctly is referred to as a fault detection (checking) 
experiment. Foundations of fault detection experiments can be found in sequential circuit testing 
literature (Gill, 1962), (Bennie, 1964). This experiment consists of applying an input sequence 
and comparing the resulting output sequence to the expected output sequence. The applied input 
sequence and the expected output sequence form a checking sequence. 

Given a deterministic FSM M, the construction of a checking sequence from M with a 
designated initial state that determines whether any given FSM N is a correct implementation of M 
is sought in practice by considering some basic assumptions. The assumptions commonly made in 
the literature (Sabnani, 1988), (Chan, 1989), (Dahbura, 1990), (Aho, 1991) are that 1) M is 
minimal, completely specified, and represented by a strongly connected digraph, 2) N has the same 
set of inputs as M, and 3) faults in N do not increase the number of states in N. In addition, the 
construction of a checking sequence must deal with the "black box" nature of a given 
implementation N of M which allows only limited controllability and observability of N. The 
limited controllability refers to not being able to directly transfer N to a designated state and the 
limited observability refers to not being able to directly recognize the current state of N. In order to 
overcome the restrictions imposed by the limited controllability and observability, some special 
input sequences must be utilized in the construction of a checking sequence such that the output 
sequences produced by N in response to these input sequences provide sufficient information to 
deduce that every state transition of M is implemented correctly by N. 
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In order to verify the state transition from state a to b under input x, 1) before the application of 
x, N must be transferred to the state recognized as a, 2) the output produced by N in response to 
the application of x must be as specified in M, and 3) the state reached by N after the application of 
x must be recognized as b. Hence, a crucial part of testing the correct implementation of each 
transition is recognizing the starting and terminating states of the transition. The recognition of a 
state of an FSM M can be achieved by a distinguishing sequence (Hennie, 1964), a characterization 
set (Hennie, 1964) or a unique input-output (UIO) sequence (Sabnani, 1988). It is known that 
VIO sequences may not exist for every state of every minimal FSM (Sabnani, 1988) and 
determining the existence of a UIO sequence for a state of an FSM is PSPACE-complete (Lee, 
1994). 

Nevertheless, based on UIO sequences, various methods have been proposed in the literature to 
test FSMs (Sabnani, 1988), (Chan, 1989), (Dahbura, 1990), (Abo, 1991). In some of these 
methods, the VIO sequences obtained from an FSM M are used for verifying states of a given 
implementation N of M without confirming that they are also unique in N. Chan (1989) observed 
that when the uniqueness of UIO sequences does not hold in a faulty N, certain errors in N can not 
be detected. In order to overcome this problem, they proposed the UlOv method which is the UIO 
method (Sabnani, 1988) with the addition of a verification procedure to ensure that the VIO 
sequence for each state of M is also unique in N. 

Fault detection experiments have been used to test the conformance of various protocol 
implementations to their specifications given as FSMs (Dahbura, 1990). It is observed that 
protocol testing can be carried out as a fault detection experiment in some specific test architectures. 
One such architecture is shown in Figure 1 where the lower interface and the upper interface of the 
protocol implementation N may be controlled and observed indirectly by the lower tester (L) and 
directly by the upper tester (U), respectively. 

Lower Tester 

L 

Figure 1 A Distributed Test Architecture. 

Vpper Tester 

U 

N 

During the application of a predetermined checking sequence, U and L are bound to synchronize 
with each other only through their interactions with N. However, this requirement may lead to a 
synchronization problem when L (or U) is expected to send an input to N after N responds to an 
input from U (or L) with an output to U (or L), but L (or U) is unable to determine whether N sent 
that output. 

Synchronization between U and L can be achieved by any suitable test management protocol 
coordinating the actions of the testers (ISO TC97/SC21, 1987), by a ferry protocol with inter
process communication, or through manual coordination (by use of a telephone or terminal 
connection) (Rayner, 1987). However, these solutions either require an additional communication 
channel between U and L or an additional protocol to facilitate communication between U and L. 
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The necessity for such coordination is eliminated by constructing a synchronizable sequence of 
transitions that cause no synchronization problem (Ural. 1993). (Chen. 1995). (Tai. 1995). 

In this paper. based on the work presented in (Chan. 1989). (Ural. 1993). (Perez. 1993). 
(Rezaki. 1994). a method for constructing synchronizable checking sequences is proposed. 
Related terminology is reviewed in section 2. In section 3. a method for synchronizable checking 
sequence construction using UIO sequences is presented and a proof for the resulting sequence to 
be a checking sequence is given. An illustrative example of the application of the proposed method 
is provided in section 4. In section 5. some minimization techniques are proposed. Concluding 
remarks are given in section 6. 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

2.1 FSM and its Graphical Representation 

Afinite state machine. FSM. is a quintuple M = (S. x. Y. 8 • .it). where S is a finite set of states. X 

is a finite set of inputs, Y is a finite set of outputs. 8 is a state transition function that maps SXX to 

S, and .it is an output function that maps SxX to Y. State SI E S is designated as the initial state 

of M, and lSI is n. - E X and - E Y denote null input and null output. respectively. For a sequence 

of inputs XIX2 ... Xk, Xi E X, I::; i::; k and a state s E S. 8(s. XIX2 ... Xk) = 8(8(s. Xl). x2 ... 

Xk) = Sk and .it(s, XIX2 ... Xk) = .it(s. xI).it(8(s. Xl). X2··· Xk) = YIY2· .• Yk • where Yi = .it(Si-i. Xi). 

si = 8(Si-I, Xi), sO = s. Yi E Y, si E S. In this case. it is said that I = XIX2 ... Xk is an input 

sequence, .it(s,/) = YIY2 ... Yk = 0 is an output sequence, and liD = (XIX2··. xk)I(YIY2 ... Yk) = 
(Xt/YI)(XVY2) ... (xldYk) is an input/output sequence (or IO-sequence. in short) starting at state s. 

An FSM M is said to be minimal if V (Si. Sj) E S2. i ¢ j. 3 IE Xk, such that .it(Si./) ¢ 

.it(Sj, l). An FSM M is said to be completely specified if V X E X. V S E S, 

3 (s,8(s, x); xI.it(s, x». An FSM M can be represented by a directed graph (digraph) D = (V,E) 
where a set of vertices V = {I, 2, .... n} represents the set S of states of M. and a set of directed 

edges E = {eij = (Vi, Vj; xly); Vi, Vj E V} represents the set of transitions of M. Each eij E E 
represents a specified transition tij = (s i. Sj; xly) of M from state S i to state Sj with label xly, input 

X E X and output Y E Y. Vertices Vi and vjwhich represent respectively state Si and Sj are called 
the head and the tail of e, denoted by heall(e) and tail(e). The label of an edge eij (or transition tij) 
is denoted by label(eij) (or klbel(tij». 

A path P = (ni. n2; xI/YI)(n2, n3; X2/Y2) ... (nk-I. nk; Xk-IIYk-I), k> 1, in a digraph D = 
(V, E) is a finite sequence of adjacent (not necessarily distinct) edges in D. where ni and nk, are 
called the head and the tail of P, denoted by head(P) and tail(P), respectively. and (xIIYI)(XZIY2) ... 
(Xk-IIYk-I). is called the label of P, denoted by label(P). For convenience, a path P = 
(nI. n2; xIIYI)(n2, n3; X2/Y2)· .. (nk-I. nk; Xk-IIYk-I) will be represented by (ni. nk; lIO) where 
110 is the IO-sequence (xIIYI)(XVY2) ... (Xk-IIYk-I), I = XIX2 ... Xk-I is the input portion of liD, 0 = 
YIY2· .. Yk-I is the output portion of liD. respectively. A sequence (iliz ... ik) is a subsequence of 
(XIX2 ... xm) if there exists a ..1, 0 ::; ..1 ::; m-k. such that for all j, 1 ::; j S k. ij = Xj+t1. A 

sequence (iliz ... ik) is a prefix of (XIX2 ... xm) if for allj. I Sj S k, ij = Xj. 
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A digraph D = (V, E) is strongly connected, if for every pair of vertices V) and Vk, there exists a 
path from Vj to Vk. An FSM M has the reset feature if there is an input r such that C(Si, r) = sl (i.e. 
the initial state of M) and A.(si, r) = -, for every state Si of M. A transfer sequence T of an FSM M 
from state Si to state Sj is the input portion of the label of a path from Si to S). 

Let «II(M) be the set of FSMs each of which has at most n states and the same input set as X of 
M. Let N be in «II(M). M is isomorphic to N, denoted by M == N, if there is a one-to-one and onto 
functionf on the state sets of M and N such that for any transition (j,j; xIy) of M, (j(i),ftJ); x/y) is 
a transition of N. A checking sequence of M is an IO-sequence starting at a specific state of M that 
distinguishes M from any FSM of «II(M) which is not isomorphic to M. 

2.2 Synchronization Problem 

Let each transition tij of an FSM M have one of the following labels,label(tji> E {jLI-, jUl-, iLloL, 
iLlou, jUloL, jUloU, iLloU.L, iUloU,L} where iL (iu) is an input from L(U), aL(0U) is an output to L(U) 
and oU.Lis an output to L and U. Then, considering two consecutive transitions of M, one of the 
testers, say L (or U), faces a synchronization problem if L (or U) did not take part in the first 
transition and if the second transition requires that it sends an input to M (Sarikaya, 1984). For 
example, a synchronization problem will occur if t} is followed by 12 and label(tl) = iLloL whereas 
label(t2) E {jUl- ,jUloL, iUlou, jUloU,L}. 

Two consecutive transitions tij and 1jk of M form a synchronizable pair of transitions if 1jk can 
follow tij without generating a synchronization problem. For example, a transition with label jLloU 
forms a synchronizable pair of transitions when followed by any other transition of M. For a 
transition tij of an FSM, each transition 1jk that forms a synchronizable pair of transitions with tij is 
called an eligible successor of tij. A transition sequence of an FSM is synchronizable if for every 
two consecutive transitions in the sequence, the second transition is an eligible successor of the 
first one. A checking sequence of an FSM is synchronizable if it is the label of a synchronizable 
transition sequence of the FSM. A synchronizable input sequence for state s is the input portion of 
a synchronizable transition sequence that starts at s. 

2.3 Order-specified Digraph and Synchronizable UIO Sequences 

A digraph D = (V, E) is called order-specified if for each edge eij E E, a subset of the outgoing 
edges of vertex j is specified as eligible successors of e. A path in an order-specified digraph D is 
said to be correctly-ordered (CO) if for every pair of consecutive edges eij and ej~ in the path, ejk 
has been specified as an eligible successor of eij. The label of a CO path is called a correctly
ordered IO-sequence. 

A Unique input-output (UIO) sequence for a state of an FSM is a sequence of input/output 
symbols that are not exhibited by any other state of the FSM (Sabnani, 1988). A synchronizable 
unique inputloutput (SUIO) sequence for a state of an FSM is a correctly-ordered UIO sequence 
for that state. Although an SUIO sequence itself does not cause any synchronization problem, a 
synchronization problem can still arise if the transition corresponding to the first edge of the SUIO 
sequence is not an eligible successor of the transition which precedes the SUIO sequence in a given 
transition sequence. For example, when an SUlOsequence for a state s starts with an input sent by 
U, any incoming transition of state s with label jLloL or JLI_, will cause a synchronization problem if 
it precedes the SUIO sequence. To avoid a synchronization problem, for each state s, two SUIO 
sequences are needed, denoted by SUIOU(s) and SUIQL(s) where SUIOU(s) starts with an input 
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sent by U and SUIOL(s) starts with an input sent by L. 

3 CONSTRUCTION OF SYNCHRONIZABLE CHECKING SEQUENCES 

Let M = (S, X, Y, h, 1) hereafter stand for a minimal and completely specified FSM which is 
represented by a strongly connected and order-specified digraph D = (V, E). Let lSI be n and 
Sl E S be the initial state of M. The construction of a synchronizable checking sequence of M is 
based on the construction of a correctly-ordered digraph D' = (V', E) such that all edges of Dare 
in one to one correspondence with edges in D', and all paths in D' are CO paths in D. Thus, 
finding a synchronizable checking sequence on D will be reduced to finding a checking sequence 
onD'. 

3.1 Construction of a Correctly-ordered Digraph D' 

The correctly-ordered digraph D' = (V', E) was introduced by Ural (1993), and later modified by 
Perez (1993). Before D' = (V', E) is constructed, the following sets of edges are formed : 
for each vertex v in D = (V, E), 
LeaveU[v) = (e E E : head(e) = v and label(e) E {iu/-, jU/ou, iU/oL, jU/oU,L}} 

LeaveL[v) = (e E E: head(e) = v and label(e) E {iL/-, iL/oL, iL/oU, iL/oU•L}} 

ArriveU[v) = (e E E: tail(e) = v and label(e) E {jU/-, jU/oU}} 

ArriveL[v] = (e E E: tail(e) = v and label(e) E {iL/-, iL/oL}} 

ArriveU.L[v) = (e E E: tail(e) = v and label(e) E {iL/oU, jU/oL, iL/oU,L, jU/oU,L}}. 

The edges in LeaveU[v) are eligible successors of edges in ArriveU[v) and ArriveU,L[v], The 
edges in LeaveL[v] are eligible successors of edges in ArriveL[v] and ArriveU,L[v]. Furthermore, 
edges in LeaveU[v] are the only eligible successors of edges in ArriveU[v], and edges in LeaveL[v) 
are the only eligible successors of edges in ArriveL[v). 

During the construction of D' = (V', E) from D = (V, E), for each vertex v E V, I, 2 or 3 
vertices are created in D', depending on the labels of edges arriving and leaving v, so that if an 
edge arrives to a vertex in V', it can take any of the edges starting at this vertex. Thus, a path in D' 
becomes a CO path in D. Accordingly, the correctly-ordered digraph D' =(V', E) is such that V' = 

VU U VL u VU,L and E' = Ec u F. The procedure of constructing the correctly-ordered digraph D' 
= (V', E) from a strongly connected and order-specified digraph D = (V, E) such that any edge in 
D has an eligible successor is as follows: 

(1) For each vertex v in V, 
If LeaveU[v] #~, then a vertex vU is created in VU. 
If LeaveL[ v) #~, then a vertex vL is created in VL. 

(2) For each edge (w, v; x/y) E ArriveU[v) (this implies that (w, v; x/y) E LeaveU[w]), a 
directed edge from wU to vU is created in Ec. Similarly, for each edge (w, v; x/Y) E ArriveL[v) 

(this implies that (w, v; x/y) E LeaveL[w)), a directed edge from wL to vLis created in Ec. 

(3) For each edge (w, v; x/y) E ArriveU,L[v), one of the following is performed: 
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a) In the case that vertex vU exists but vertex vL does not, 
if (w, v; xly) E LeaveU[wl, then a directed edge from wU to vU is created in Ec, 

else (i.e. (w, v; xly) E LeaveL[w)) a directed edge from wL to vU is created in Ec. 
b) In the case that vertex vU exists but vertex vL does not, 

if (w, v; xly) E LeaveU[wl, then a directed edge from wU to vLis created in Ec, 

else (i.e. (w, v; xly) E LeaveL[w)) a directed edge from wL to vLis created in Ec. 
c) In the case that both vU and vL exist, a vertex vU,L is created in yu.L (if it does not already 

exist) and two edges (vU.L, vU) and (vU•L, vL) with nil labels, denoted by -/- when 
needed, are constructed in F. 
If (w, v; xly) E LeaveU[wl, then a directed edge (wU, vU,L; xly) is created in Ec, 

else (Le. (w, v; xly) E LeaveL[w)) a directed edge (wL, vU,L; xly) is created in Ec. 

3.2 Proposed Method 

The proposed method for the construction of a synchronizable checking sequence from M is based 
on the following assumptions: 

1) The implementation N of M implements the reset feature of M correctly. A reset transition has 
label r/- and can be followed by any input from any tester without causing any synchronization 
problem. 

2) For each edge e of D, there is a CO-path that starts at the initial vertex VI and contains e. 
3) For each state s, represented by vertex v in D, if ArriveU[v] (resp. ArriveL[v]) "* 0, then 

SUIOU(s) (resp. SUIQL(s» exists and if ArriveU.L[v] "* 0, then at least one of SUIOU(s) or 
SUIQL(s) exists (which implies that each edge has an eligible successor). 

4) There is at most one state s represented by vertex v in D, such that ArriveU•L[vl = 0 and both 
LeaveU[v] and LeaveL[v] are not empty. 

5) The input portion of each SUIO sequence is a synchronizable input sequence for all states in 
M. 

The proposed method utilizes D' = (V', E) constructed from the given D = (V, E) and proceeds 
as follows: 

stept: Construct the sets of input sequences corresponding to input portions of SUIO sequences 
that will be applied to each vertex in D '. 
I is defined as the set of input sequences corresponding to the input portions of the SUIO 
sequences of the states of M that have to be used for transition verification. Let Isu and IsL 
denote the input portions of SUIOU(s) and SUIQL(s), respectively. Note that IsB will stand 
for either Isuor IsL. 

The construction of I is as follows: For each edge (w, v; xly) in D where v represents s E 

S, consider the corresponding edge e in Ec: 

iftail(e) = vU, then I = Ivlsu and definelvU 

if tail(e) = vL. then I = IvlsL and define IvL 
if tail(e) = vU•L• then mark e. 

For each marked edge e, one of the following four cases will apply: 
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case 1: Iyu E I, lyL E I, then I yU,L = shorter of {lyU, lyL} 

case 2: Iyu E I, lyL E I, then I yU,L = Iyu. 

case 3: Iyu E I, lyL E I, then I yU,L = lyL. 

391 

case 4: Iyu E I, lyL E I, then I = lushorter of {lyu,/yL} and I yU,L = shorter of {lyU, lyL}. 

Let m denote III, 1= {llh, ... lm}, and li(k) denote the kth input of the input sequence lj, 
1 :s; i :s; m. Since D' can be viewed as representing an FSM which is not completely 
specified, only a specific subset of I can be applied to each vertex vU (resp. vL). This subset 
of I is called Ryu (resp. RyL) and defined as follows: 

V vO E VUuVL, Vi, 1 :s; i:S; m, if li(l) can be applied to vO, then Ii E RylJ. 

Note that lRyo I is denoted by my/J, RyuuRyL = I, Ryu" RyL= 0, myu+myL= m, the jth 
element (which is an input sequence) of Ryo is denoted by Ryo(i) and either RyL or Ryumay 
be empty. When a reset input r is applied, the next vertex is VlU,L. 

step2: Construct an input sequence C, called cover of D', that contains: 

a) a state recognition part which is the concatenation of 

rTiuRiu(1)rTiuRiu(2)r ... rTiuRiu(miu)rTiLRiL(1)r ... rTiLRiL(miL), Vi, 1 :s; j:S; n. 
where TiU and TiL are defined as follows: 

- if vertex ViU,L exists, TiU,L is the shortest transfer sequence on D' 
from the initial vertex VI U,L to vertex ViU,L and TiU = TiL = TiU,L 

- If ViU,L does not exist, T;u(resp. TiL) is the shortest transfer sequence on D' 
from the initial vertex VlU,L to vertex ViU (resp. ViL). 

b) a transition verification part which consists of the following test segment 
for each edge e in Ec corresponding to the edge (w, v; xJy) in D: rThead(e)Xlwil(e) 
where Thead(e) is the same t~~nsfer sequence on D' from vertex VlU,L to vertex head(e) 
that was used III state recogmaon part. 

Proposition: Cover C of D' exists. 

Proof: 
By assumption 2, for any edge e of E, there is a CO-path starting at the initial vertex and 
containing e. Thus, by the construction of D', for any e' E Ee, there is a path on D' starting at the 

initial vertex VI U,L and containing e '. Every vertex in VU u VL is the head of some edge in Ee and 
every vertex in VU,L is the tail of some edge in Ee. Therefore, for each vertex V in V', there is a 
transfer sequence on D' from vertex VIU,L to vertex v. Moreover, by assumption 3 and by 
construction of I, every element of I exists and, by assumption 5, every element of Rye is the input 
sequence of a path on D' starting at vB. Therefore, all the subsequences of C of the type rX are 
defined on D', i.e. cover C of D' exists. EOP. 

Theorem: Let D' = (V', E') be a correctly-ordered digraph constructed from an order-specified 
digraph D = (V, E) representing an FSM M and let cover C of D' be the input portion of an 10-
sequence Q which is the label of a path P' starting at any vertex v in D '. Then Q is a 
synchronizable checking sequence of M. 

Proof: 
This proof is composed of 3 parts. 
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First, it must be established that Q is a synchronizable IO-sequence of M. Clearly, this is the case 
since, by construction, cover C is an input sequence on D'. Therefore, Q is a CO-sequence as it is 
the label of a path in D'. Hence. Q is a synchronizable IO-sequence of M. Second, it must be 
shown that if Q is also an IO sequence for an implementation N = (S', X, Y, 0', J.. ~ of 4»(M) then 
N has n states and I is also a set of SUIO sequences for N. In order to show that this is the case. 
note that, any state of M is in one of the following three disjoint subsets of S: 
S1= lSi e S 1 only one of ViUor ViLe V'}. Without loss of generality, say that ViU e V'. Then, 

since D ' is strongly connected, ViU is the tail of some edge in Ec and, by construction of I, 
ISiu is an element of I. Therefore, the state recognition for a state of SI is achieved by 
rTviuIJrTvjuI2r ... rTviUIm 

S2 = lSi e S 1 vp·L e V'}. Then, by construction of D', Viu.L is the tail of some edge in Ec and, 
by construction of I, at least one of {lsiU, ISiL} is an element of I. Therefore, the state 
recognition for a state of S2 is achieved by rTvju.LllrTvju.Lhr •.• rTviu.Llm. 

S3 = lSi e S 1 ViU e V', v;L e V' and VjU.L ~ V'}. Note that by the 3rd assumption, IS31 S 1. 
Then, since D' is strongly connected, VjU and vl' are tails of some edges in Ec and, by 
construction of I, ISiu and ISiL are elements of I. Therefore, the state recognition part for a 
state of S3 is achieved by rTvjuRviu(l)rTvjuRviu(2)r ... rTVjuRvju(mViu)rTVjLRviL(I)r ... 
rTviLRviL(mViL), where TViu and TViLare different. 

Since r is correctly implemented in N and N is deterministic, if T is some transfer sequence, N 
will always be in the same state after application of rT. Hence, one can rewrite the state recognition 
part of the input portion of the IO-sequence as in Table I, where each column represents the state 
of N reached by the transfer sequence given as the label of the column, each row represents an 
element of I given as the label of the row and each cell contains the output produced by the state of 
N reached by the transfer sequence given as the label of its column after the application of the 
element of I given as the label of its row. Table 1 summarizes all realizable cases, with states Sj and 
Sj of Min SI, states Sh sp and Sq of Min S2 and state Sz; in S3 and I = {lSjU, ISjL, ISkL, Ispu, Isqu. 
ISqL, IszL, Iszu}. 

For any state s of M in Slu S2 of M, there is a column in Table 1 to which all m elements of I 
are applied. i.e. every cell of the column has a value. Let us take the (ISlI+IS21)xm subtable 
containing only the states of Min Slu S2. The value of a cell will be denoted Ore with r the row 
number and c the column number. By construction. I contains at least an SUIO for each state of M. 
Thus, V co, 3 ro such that V c, c :#:0. Oroe:l: oroeo-

Therefore. N has ISlI+IS21 distinct states. To each state s of M in Slu S2, there corresponds a 
unique state s' of N. such that VIj eI ,}.'(s',lj) = }.(s, Ij). As for the existence of a state in S3, 
there are two cases: 
If S3 = 0, then N has exactly n states and V s' eN, VIj e I, }.'(s', Ij) = J..(s, Ij) 

If S3:1: 0, say S3 = {sz}.ISlI+IS21 = n-l. so Nhas already n-l determined states. 
The last two rows of Table 1 show that the state of N reached after the application of rTvzU is 
different from the n-l states of N already determined and, identically, the state reached after the 
application of rTvzL is different from the n-l states of N already determined. Since N is in 4»(M), N 
has at most n states, thus, after the application of rTvzU or rTvzL, N is in a unique state s z which is 
the same state as sz. Hence N has exactly n states and the last two columns of Table 1 show that 
VIj e I. }.'(s'z;, Ij) = }.(sz, Ii). 
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Table 1 State Recognition Part 

Therefore, the states of M are in one to one correspondence with the states of N. If an element 
of I is the input portion of an smo of a state s of M, then it is also the input portion of an smo of 
state s' = f(s) of N. 

In order to complete the proof, the following must also be shown: suppose Q is also an 10-
sequence for an implementation N of cI»(M). Let (a, b; xly) be an edge of D, then (j(a),f(b); xly) 
is a transition of N, and reciprocally, if (a', b'; xly) is a transition of N, then (J.I(a1,f-I(b1; xly) 
is an edge of D. 

In order to show that this is the case, let (a, b; xly) be an edge of D, then there is a 
corresponding edge e in Ec. The transition verification part is such that (Thead(eycItail(e»1 (A.{vl U,L, 

Thead(e»y)'(b, Itail(e») is a subsequence of Q and, by construction, I contains the input portion of 

the smo corresponding to the tail of each edge in Ec, thus Itail(e) e I. Then, since Q is an 10-
sequence of N, I,ail(e) is the input portion of an smo of state b'= f(b) of N. Hence, the state 
reached by N after the application of Thead(e)X is b' = f(b). 

Moreover,l contains the input portion of an SUIO for each state of M so laB e I. Then, since Q 
is an IO-sequence of N, laB is the input portion of an smo of state a' = f(a) of N. The state 

recognition part is such that (Thead(e)faB) I ().(vl U,L, Thead(e»).(a, laB» is a subsequence of Q. 
Hence, the state reached by N after the application of Thead(e) is a' = f(a). 

Therefore, (a', b'; xly) is a transition of N. This holds for every transition of M. Since M is 
completely specified, N is also completely specified, so for any transition (a', b'; xly) of N, there 
is a corresponding transition (J-I(a1,f-I(b1; xly) in M. i.e. N is isomorphic to M. 

For any implementation N of cI»(M), if Q is an 10-sequence of N, then N is isomorphic to M. 
Hence, Q is a checking sequence of M. EOP 
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4 AN EXAMPLE 

Consider the FSM M, represented by the digraph depicted in Figure 2, where input a is applied by 
upper tester U and input b is applied by lower tester L. The output 0 is sent to U and output I and 
2 are sent to L. 

Figure 2 Digraph D = (V, E). 

Edge Types and Order Specifications: 
el = (I, 2), label (el) = ;VIoL, Eligible Successor: e2, e3 
e2 = (2, I), label (e2) = iUlou, Eligible Successor: el 
e3 = (2, 3), label (e3) = iLloL, Eligible Successor: e4 
e4 = (3, 3), label (e4) = iLlou, Eligible Successor: e4, es 
es = (3, I), label (es) = ;VIoL, Eligible Successor: fl, e6 
e6 = (1, 3), label (e6) = iLloL, Eligible Successor: e4 

Table 2 Arrive and Leave Sets for Each Vertex 
vertex Leaveu LeaveL ArriveU 

1 el e6 e2 
2 e2 e3 
3 es e4 

ArriveL ArriveU,L 

es 
el 

e3, e6 e4 

The construction of the correctly-ordered digraph D' proceeds as follows: 
Arrive and Leave sets for all vertices of M are determined as in Table 2. 
For each vertex v in V, LeaveU[v] and Leave L[v] are not empty so vertices 1 u, IL, 2u, 2L, 3u, 3L 
are created in V'. Then every edge of E is considered: 

- el E LeaveU[I] and ArriveU,L[2], then construct 2U,L in VU,L, edges (2U,L, 2u; -1-) and 
(2U,L, 2L; -1-) in F and edge e'l = (I U, 2U,L; all) in Ec. 

- e2 E LeaveU[2] and ArriveU[I], then construct edge e'2 = (2U, 1 u; alO) in Ec. 

- e3 E LeaveL[2] and ArriveL[3] , then construct edge e'3 = (2L, 3L ; bll) in Ec. 

- e4 E LeaveL[3] and ArriveU,L[3], then construct 3U,Lin VU,L, edges (3U,L, 3u; -1-) and 
(3U,L, 3L; -1-) in F and edge e'4 = (3L, 3U,L; blO) in Ec. 

- es E LeaveU[3] and ArriveU,L[ 1], then construct 1 U,L in VU,L, edges (1 U,L, 1 u; -1-) and 
(I U,L, I L; -1-) in F and edge e's = (3U, 1 U,L; all) in Ec. 

- e6 E LeaveL[l] and ArriveL[3] , then construct edge e'6 = (lL, 3L ; b12) in Ec. 
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Figure 3 The Correctly-ordered Digraph D' of D in Figure 2.Edges in F are dashed. 

SUIO sequences for each state are: 
SUIOU(l) = all, alO SUIOL(l) = b/2 
SUIOU(2) = alO SUIOL(2) = bll 
SUIOU(3) = all, all SUIOL(3 ) = blO 

The construction of 1 proceeds as follows: 

For each edge in Ec, 

tail(e'l) e VUuVL, mark e'l 

tail(e'2) = 1 U so, 1 = lu ltu. Hence, 1 = faa} 

tail(e'3) = 3L so, 1 = lu 13L. Hence, 1 = lu {b} = {aa, b} 

tail(e'4) e VUUVL, mark e'4 
tail(e's) e VUuVL, mark e's 

tail(e'6) = 3L, 1 = lu 13L. Hence, 1 = lu {b} = faa, b}. 

For each marked edge in Ec, 

tail(e'l) = 2U,L and hu= a e/,I2L= bel. Hence, hU,L= b. 

tail(e'4) = 3U,L and 13u= aa E I, 13L= bel. Hence, 13U,L= b. 

tail(e's) = 1 U,L and llU = aa E I, ltL = bel. Hence,ltu,L = b. 
Finally, 1 = {aa, b}, RlU=R2U= R3U= aa and RIL=R2L=R3L= b 

The construction of a cover C of D' proceeds as follows: 

1) State Recognition Pan: 
TlU =TIL =TlU,L= -
T2U=T2L=T2U,L= a 
T3U=T3L=T3U,L= bb 
rTl U aarTIwrT2U aarT2£hrT3U aarT3w = raarbraaarabrbbaarbbb 

2) Transition Verification Pan: 
testsegment(e'l = (1 u, 2U,L; all» = rTlUahU,L= rab 

which visits vertices 1 u,L1 U2U,L2L3L 

395 
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test segment( e '2 = (2 v, 1 v; alO» = rT2vaII V = raaaa 
which visits vertices 1 V,L 1 V2V,L2v I V2V,L2v I v 

test segment(e'3 = (2L, 3L; bII» = rTub13L = rabb 
which visits vertices 1 v,L} V2V,L2L3L3v,L 

test segment(e'4 = (3L, 3V,L; bIO» = rT3WI3V,L = rbbbb 
which visits vertices 1 v,L} L3L3v,L3L3v,L3L3v,L 

test segment(e'5 = (3V, 1 V,L; all» = rT3vaIIv,L= rbbab 
which visits vertices 1 V,L 1 L3L3v,L3v I V,L 1 L3L 

test segment(e'6 = (IL, 3L; bI2» = rTIw13L= rbb 
which visits vertices 1 v,LIL3L3v,L 

The input portion C of Q is raarbraaarabrbbaarbbbrabraaaarabbrbbbbrbbabrbb. 
Q is a synchronizable checking sequence of length 46. 

5 MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 

To minimize the sequence Q produced by the proposed method, three complementary approaches 
can be used: 

1) It is clear that the sequence derived in the example can substantially be reduced simply by 
eliminating the redundant subsequences. i.e. in cover C, eliminate rX if there is an rX' such that X 
is a prefix of X'. For example, 
C = raarbraaarabrbbaarbbbrabraooarabbrbbbbrbbabrbb where raa and raaa can be eliminated 
since they are prefixes of raaoo. This yields 
C = rbrabrbbaarbbbrabraaaarabbrbbbbrbbabrbb where rb, rbb and rbbb can be eliminated since 
they are prefixes of rbbbb. This yields 
C = rabrbbaarabraaaarabbrbbbbrbbab where rab can be eliminated since it is a prefix of rabb. 
Minimization using this approach yields C = rbbaaraaoorabbrbbbbrbbab of length 24. 

2) In the example, the same transfer sequences are used in the state recognition and in the 
transition verification parts. By choosing different transfer sequences, one can increase the 
possibility of overlapping the test segments or of using shorter transfer sequences to a given state 
prior to verifying its outgoing edges. For example, since test segment(e '6) = rb13L = rbb, one can 
take transfer sequence T3L =rb to test e'4 instead of rbb, yielding test segment(e'4) = rbbb. 

3) In the case that both children of a vertex vV,L are in I, the method requires that Ivv,L should be 
the shorter of {lvv,lvLl, it would be better to choose the one that contributes to the greater 
reduction in the sense of (I). For example, for e'4, there would be two possible test segments : 
rbbbb and rbbbaa and for e'5 there also would be two possible test segments: rbbab or rbbaaa. 
Choosing test segment(e'5) = rbbaaa implies that rbbaa can be deleted from C. 

Combining these three approaches yields C = raaoorabbrbbbrbbaaa which is of length 19. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A method for constructing a synchronizable checking sequence of a given FSM Musing urOs has 
been proposed. The checking sequence constructed by this method has been shown to be easily 
reducible by eliminating redundancies and by making a wise choice of the transition sequences, 
and of the suro sequences to apply. The proposed method has been presented on the basis of 
some assumptions for the given FSM that are discussed hereafter. The first assumption states that 
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an implementation of the given FSM possesses a correctly implemented reset feature which 
dramatically reduces the length of the state recognition part. Without this assumption, the resulting 
synchronizable checking sequence of the FSM will be restrictively long. In addition, the 
application of a reset breaks the connection in most real protocols, and thus can be utilized to form 
test cases from the resulting synchronizable checking sequence. The last four assumptions are 
necessary for any method that will attempt to construct a synchronizable checking sequence of a 
given FSM using VIOs. The second assumption assures that every transition of the FSM is part of 
a synchronizable transition sequence starting at the initial state. The third assumption assures that 
for each transition of the FSM, there is an SVIO synchronizable with the transition so that one can 
derive a test segment in the transition verification part. The fourth assumption requires that there 
should be at most one state that receives inputs from both U and L and is reached only by 
transitions with label E {iL/-, iV/-, iL/oL, iV/oU}. The fifth assumption requires that any SVIO 
should be a synchronizable sequence for all states of the FSM. The last two assumptions assure the 
uniqueness of the SVIOs in an implementation of the given FSM. 
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